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Toilet Cubicle Solutions Designed To Fit.  

Inspiration Range Standard Cubicles
Designed with children in mind, reduced height doors and dividers to allow adult supervision. 
Making a visit to the toilet a pleasant experience.

Board Material: Standard Grade MR-MFC or Solid Grade Laminate

Edging: MR-MFC panels are lipped with matching 2mm ABS 
Edging Tape for added edge protection.
SGL panels have a polished radius black edge

Thickness: MR-MFC - 18mm/19mm ~ SGL - 12mm/13mm

Properties / Usage: MR-MFC - Not suitable for wet areas or applications 
were its usage may be subject to wetting or 
moisture
SGL - Waterproof and virtually unbreakable, 
suitable for high moisture, high impact areas such 
as swimming pools.

Finish / Colours: Available in bright, fun and friendly colours.

Cubicle Sizing: Pilasters are 1800mm in height.
Doors Shaped down to 1100mm & Dividers 
1100mm in height 1500mm deep.
Different dividers are available on request.

Overall width is made to measure.

Ground Clearance: 150mm    (+/-15mm adjustment)

Cubicle Fixings: Door hinges are secured to pilaster and doors with 
bolt through fixings

Furniture: Silver Satin Anodised Aluminium (SAA)
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Toilet Cubicle Solutions Designed To Fit.  

Cosmic Range Standard Cubicles
Designed with children in mind, reduced height doors and dividers to allow adult supervision. 
Making a visit to the toilet a pleasant experience.

Board Material: Standard Grade MR-MFC or Solid Grade Laminate

Edging: MR-MFC panels are lipped with matching 2mm ABS 
Edging Tape for added edge protection.
SGL panels have a polished radius black edge

Thickness: MR-MFC - 18mm/19mm ~ SGL - 12mm/13mm

Properties / Usage: MR-MFC - Not suitable for wet areas or applications 
were its usage may be subject to wetting or 
moisture
SGL - Waterproof and virtually unbreakable, 
suitable for high moisture, high impact areas such 
as swimming pools.

Finish / Colours: Available in bright, fun and friendly colours.

Cubicle Sizing: Pilasters are 1800mm in height.
Doors Shaped down to 1100mm & Dividers shaped 
down to 1100mm, 1500mm deep.
Different dividers are available on request.

Overall width is made to measure.

Ground Clearance: 150mm    (+/-15mm adjustment)

Cubicle Fixings: Door hinges are secured to pilaster and doors with 
bolt through fixings

Furniture: Silver Satin Anodised Aluminium (SAA)
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Board Material: Standard Grade - Melamine Faced Chipboard 
(MFC).

Edging: All panels are lipped with matching 2mm ABS 
Edging Tape for added edge protection.

Thickness: 18/19mm

Properties / Usage: Not suitable for wet areas or applications were 
its usage may be subject to wetting or 
moisture.

Finish / Colours: Standard light grey or white doors & Dividers, 
with pilasters contrasting colour.

Cubicle Sizing: Pilasters are 1800mm in height.
Doors & Dividers 1000mm in height.

Overall width is made to measure.

Standard dividers are 1500mm deep.
Different dividers are available on request.

Ground Clearance: 150mm    (+/-15mm adjustment)

Cubicle Fixings: Doors are pre-drilled for locks.

Screw fixings to Pilasters and Doors

Furniture: Silver Satin Anodised Aluminium (SAA)

Toilet Cubicle Solutions Designed To Fit.  

Budget Junior Range Standard Cubicles
A simple and practical system, designed to maintain user privacy whilst 
allowing adult supervision
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